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LONDON
45 PARK LANE
One day itinerary: Shopping
For centuries, London has been one of the best places in Europe to shop. From giant emporiums, which are sightseeing 

attractions in their own right, to entire streets dedicated to bespoke tailoring and boutiques specialising in the latest trends by 

local and international designers, this ‘nation of shopkeepers’ lives up to its name. Explore the best that the city has to offer 

with the help of this one-day itinerary.

Start your shopping day in London with a five-minute walk along the edge of Hyde Park to Mount Street.

BOND STREET
London, W1S

One of London’s most famous shopping streets, Bond Street, is a designer label utopia. The avenue 

is split into ‘new’ and ‘old’ sections; New Bond Street is home to leading European designer 

brands, while Old Bond Street is filled with the boutiques of Italian fashion houses. The area also 

sparkles with fine jewellers such as Boodles, Cartier and David Morris.

Continue on foot for five minutes to Savile Row, which runs in parallel to New Bond Street.

SAVILE ROW
London, W1S

Savile Row has been the menswear tailoring hub of London since the 18th century. A style institution, 

it’s the best place to commission bespoke handcrafted suits. For a tailor with historical value and a 

regal nod of approval, visit Royal Warrant holder Gieves & Hawkes. For a more modern style, book a 

consultation at the trend-setting Hardy Amies.

Cross over to the adjacent Regent’s Street and visit Liberty London, located just a five-minute walk 

from Savile Row. The main entrance is located on Great Marlborough Street.

MOUNT STREET
London, W1K

A historic shopping street in the heart of Mayfair, Mount Street is the beating heart of the British 

fashion retail industry. Begin your London shopping experience by browsing high-end British fashion 

at Jenny Packham and Christopher Kane, fine jewellery at David Marshall and Stephen Webster 

and, just around the corner on South Audley Street, handmade watches at Bremont.

From the heart of Mount Street, Bond Street is just a 10-minute walk away.
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SELFRIDGES & CO.
T: 0800 123 400 | 400 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

The second largest shop in the UK, Selfridges & Co. can be found on London’s iconic Oxford Street. 

The high-end department store showcases myriad brands and collections from across the globe, 

with spacious areas dedicated to fashion, accessories, jewellery, beauty, home, food and gifts. 

To get back to the hotel from Selfridges, it’s just a 10-minute walk.

LIBERTY LONDON
T: 020 7734 1234 | Regent Street, London, W1B 5AH

Housed in an iconic mock-Tudor building in the heart of Regent’s Street, Liberty is a luxury 

department store showcasing high-end fashion and accessories, home goods, beauty products, 

gifts, and much more. A prime place to explore the latest trends and collections, the store also 

displays the popular Liberty London in-house collection, featuring Liberty’s distinctive graphic and 

floral prints.

To reach Selfridges, take a 15-minute walk up Oxford Street.

All journey times are approximate and subject to variation.


